
Dragon Rampant Campaign System 

 

Credit where it's due this system has been adapted from the campaign system in the Warhammer Ancient 

Battles rulebook designed and developed by Jervis Johnson, Rick Priestley, Alan Perry and Michael Perry.  

 

This campaign system is designed to be as simple as possible, no need for maps (although you can if you 

want) or a lot of house-keeping. It should allow you to run a campaign with any number of players. It should 

even allow people to join in after the campaign has started, using the Raid rules should help balance things 

out.The lands you will be fighting over are newly discovered by all sides, maybe your people were forced 

from their homes by natural or unnatural disaster, maybe they were driven from their lands by marauders or 

your Warband represents an exploratory expedition from a much larger Empire. 

Luckily the region you have stumbled upon is rich, bountiful and lightly defended, hooray! 

Ancient treasure and vicious beasts lurk within the new lands ready to be exploited. Only your opponent's 

stand in your way… 

 

Armies 

Players start their Warbands with a total of 30 points to spend. The army will never get any smaller than this, 

though it may increase in size as more territories are gained. 

For each territory gained after the initial three territories the player gains 2 points, which they can use to buy 

more troops. These points do not need to be spent immediately and can be saved to buy expensive units. 

Only 1 unit can be purchased per campaign turn. 

Players may not use a field army greater than 40 Army points (due to logistics, supplies, etc), though they 

may have a total force greater than this. If this is the case then the player can use any excess units to draw 

upon to construct their field army or hire out as mercenaries/allies. 

 

Characters 

As per the rules one miniature should be designated leader instead of rolling on the leader traits table, the 

leader of the warband automatically gets the Commanding trait. If the leader is killed in battle you must roll 

on the table and accept the result as per the standard rules. 

 

Territory 

Everyone starts with three territories. One can be chosen the other two are randomly generated territories. 

Any benefits from these three territories are already assumed to have been gained with your initial army 

whether you have the specific benefits to that territory kind or not! If another army occupies that piece of 

territory they will gain the specific benefit from it. 

Territories are gained and lost by battles. Before each battle, each player must ‘stake’ one of their territories 

– this is the territory they will lose if they lose the battle. One extra territory should also be generated before 

the battle. Whoever wins the battle keeps their staked territory and can choose between their opponent's 

staked territory or the extra territory that has been generated.In the event of a draw the player with the least 

territories gains the extra territory. If both players have equal territories discard the extra territory and both 

players remain with their staked territories. Spies and events cannot be staked. 

One territory can be declared to be the army’s capital. Capitals can be declared at any point but once chosen 

they cannot be moved. A capital cannot be lost, thus ensuring the player remains in the game. A capital may 

not be staked by the owning player unless it is the sole remaining territory. If the owning player loses a battle 

with their capital the capital remains the property of the owning player and the winner takes a random 

territory. Players without a capital can be eliminated from the campaign. 

 

Organising your Battles 

At the start of each campaign turn players declare who they will be attacking. These declarations are made 

to the campaign umpire who will adjudicate which battles take place first.Players may field a force of up to 

their current army strength (that is, the initial 30 point force plus any extras gained from new territories - 

maximum of 40 army points). The army general may also solicit allied contingents from other players to help 

defeat a common foe. A player may agree to help another force by letting them take control of a single 

unit.Any number of players may contribute a single unit each to the requesting army.  Any troops that have 



been let out as an allied contingent MAY NOT be used if the owning player is also in battle this turn! So think 

carefully before hiring out your troops. 

 

Post Battle 

To keep things simple after the battle all casualties are replaced. The only exception to this is your leader, he 

must be present at every battle (except if part of your force is fighting as an ally). If a leader is killed in battle 

a new Leader is generated with a randomly determined leader trait. 

 

Winning & Losing 

The campaign will run over a fixed number of turns. At the end of the final turn the player who has accrued 

the most Glory will be crowned Emperor of the Realms! In the case of a tie the player with the most territories 

will be deemed winner. If there is still a tie at that point the any battles the two players have had against each 

other will be considered – the player who won the most will be crowned Emperor. If there is still a tie at that 

point then a final battle will be fought between the two – no allies, just what the two players can bring to the 

battlefield will be allowed. If at any point a player loses all their territories they will be out of the game. No 

player ’s army can fall below its original 30 point starting value, but if any territories are gained and 

subsequently lost then so are additional army points that may have come with gaining new territories. If a 

player must lose army points they may choose which units are lost. 

 

Territory chart (D100) 

If a territory indicates that a particular troop type can be bought at half cost it is solely for that type and NOT 

any upgrades! Similarly, if a territory allows a specific upgrade at a reduced cost it is for the upgrade only 

and no other aspect of the unit. 

 

01-10 Abandoned Shrine 

Roll a D6: 

1-3 one of your units gain Enchanted Weapons. 

4-5 one of your units gain Blessed Weapons. 

6 one of your units gain Mystical Armour. 

If the territory is lost so are the magic arms and armour. 

 

11-20 Wild Lands 

If you own 1 Wild Land territory then you can buy Lesser Beast units at half cost (round up).  

If you own 2 or more Wild Lands you can also buy Greater Beasts at half cost (round up) 

 

21-30 Hamlet 

As well as the 2 extra points you gain for a new territory you also gain another D2 points to the total value of 

your Warband. Roll once when generated to fix its value and keep this recorded in case you lose this 

territory. 

 

31-35 Enchanted Lands 

You may purchase Spellcaster and Wizardling units at half cost (round up). 

 

36-40 Fortress 

You may purchase Elite Riders units at half cost (round up). 

 

41-50 Village  

As well as the 2 extra points you gain for a new territory you also gain another D2 points to the total value of 

your Warband. Roll once when generated to fix its value and keep this recorded in case you lose this 

territory. 

 

51-55 Town 



As well as the 2 extra points you gain for a new territory you also gain another D3 points to the total value of 

your Warband. Roll once when generated to fix its value and keep this recorded in case you lose this 

territory. 

 

56-60 Chapel 

If you have a Chapel under your control, you may choose one unit in your warband, give this unit the 

Cleric/Slayer upgrade free of charge. When using the Slayer option for your unit you must choose which 

specific race/creature is targeted, this is then fixed for the duration of the campaign. 

 

61-65 Plains 

You may purchase Light Riders units at half cost (round up). 

 

66-70 Mountains 

You may purchase Scout units at half cost (round up). 

 

71-75 Port 

For each Port then a Hamlet or Village automatically generates 2 extra points and a Town automatically 

generates 3 extra points – no dice roll needed. You must specify which Hamlet/Village/Town benefits. 

 

76-80 Trade Route 

A trade route allows you to reroll a result on the territory chart after winning a battle. Only one re-roll is 

allowed and the player may choose which of the two to gain. 

 

81-85 Mine 

Roll a D6 after each turn on a 6 you have struck gold – you will gain 1D4 points which can be used for buying 

extra troops FOR USE IN THE NEXT CAMPAIGN TURN ONLY! These points can be used to buy 1 (or 

more) units in the campaign IN ADDITION to the single unit you may purchase in a campaign turn. Mined 

gold can only be spent on these units and not used to supplement other purchases. Remember – units 

purchased with gold only last for one campaign turn (which may include multiple battles). If a player owns 

more than one mine then the gold from each mine can be combined. 

 

86-90 Forest 

You may purchase Light Missile units at half cost (round up). 

 

91-95 Spy 

See the spies section for how to use your spy. A spy is not a territory, immediately generate another territory 

when you roll this result. If you are rolling after a battle the winner of the battle gets to keep the spy, if the 

battle was a draw both players get a spy.  

 

96-00 Event 

When an Event is rolled then make another roll on the Event table. An event is not a territory, immediately 

generate another territory when you roll this result. 

 

Spies 

A spy network allows you to sabotage your opponent’s Warband, before each battle roll on the chart below. 

Remember you can only have one spy network. Roll a D6. 

1. Your spy network has been detected and your agents slain. You have lost your spy network. 

2. Stolen maps – you get to lay out all terrain for the battle. 

3. Assassin! Roll a D6 on a roll of 4, 5 or 6 your spy sneaks past the enemy leader's bodyguards. You must 

now fight a duel with the enemy leader. Each player rolls 3D6, a 5 or 6 counts as a hit, whoever roles the 

most 5 or 6s wins. If there is a draw or nobody rolls any 6s the enemy leader survives, if the enemy leader 

wins the spy is slain before divulging details of the network. If the spy wins the enemy fights without a leader 

for this game and must reroll their leader’s traits before the next battle. 



4. Sabotage: choose one unit in your opponent's Warband roll a D6 on a roll of 4, 5 or 6 the unit starts at half 

Strength points. You cannot target the enemy leader’s unit. 

5. Bribery: nominate one enemy unit, at the start of each turn roll a D6 on a 1 that unit will not do any 

activations this turn. You cannot target the enemy leader’s unit. 

6. Poison: the unit’s rations have been poisoned, choose one enemy unit, all activation rolls for that uni t are 

at +1.For example if a unit would normally need 6+ to move it will now need a 7+. 

 

Events 

The event will affect a random player in the battle for which the event was generated. 

Roll a D6 and apply the following result to your empire. 

1. Plague, roll a D6 for each Hamlet, Village, Town and Port in your empire on roll of 4, 5 or 6 that territory is 

destroyed permanently. 

2. Raiders, roll a D6 for each Hamlet, Village and Town you own, on a roll of 5 or 6 you will not get the points 

bonus for these territories for your next battle. 

3. Corruption, whilst corruption reigns all bonus points from Hamlets, Villages and Towns are ignored, for 

each battle you fight from now on you regain one of the bonuses from one of the affected territories. 

Regained settlements are determined randomly. 

4. Mine exhausted, randomly choose one of your mines, it has now been exhausted and no longer can be 

used. Discard this territory. If you have no mines then you may ignore the Events roll. 

5. Revolt, randomly choose one territory this no longer confers its bonus to your warband(though you can still 

keep it as a territory), to make matters worse the revolt can spread. If you lose your next battle choose 

another random territory to revolt - this carries on until you win a battle where upon the revolt is crushed, you 

regain all territory bonuses. If a new player manages to capture the revolting territory the revolution is put 

down (they like their new overlords!) 

6. Volcanic eruption, one randomly selected territory is destroyed. 

 


